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About This Game

The Flame of Memory action takes place in a 20th century forest, where two partisans
try to survive being surrounded by the overwhelming forces of the occupant. The

country was invaded and seized ny the enemy. Soldiers who survived the invasion, to
start forming guerrilla units and to look for a hiding place in the forest where it will

be difficult to find them. To survive, they must provide enough food, water, heat,
sleep and other needs. They also have to watch out for numerous enemy patrols and
raids as well as many other threats that they face during the game. Flame of Memory

is a combination of climatic strategy and survival game. This little game will
probably be able to satisfy you during boredom. Try to survive... if you can.
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 beautiful 2D graphics!

 climatic gameplay!

 equipment system!

 inventory system!

 crafting system!

 experience system

 clear system of hints, just one click when you do not know what you should do now

This is my first game. I hope you will enjoy it. :)
~Kacper Stasiełuk
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This ♥♥♥♥ing game.

All i want is the stupid♥♥♥♥♥achievements for my profile instead i feel like punching a wall.

Need a haircut? Just buy this game you will be pulling your hair out in no time.

I hate myself.. Another one of those 'match 3 colors' games. In this one you have to guide a stream across the colored blocks
using arrows which you can turn using your mouse. It's ok I guess, it entertained me enough to write a little review about it. If
you can get it cheap, it's worth a try.

[Rating: 71\/100]. Just.... Just don't.
I'm not even going into "why". For all the wrong reasons.
Damn.... When I saw the first demo, I did not believe that this game would get somewhere, but the creators of the game
surprised and fast they moved. The ghost of the comic graphic looks interesting and shows something new compared to realistic
space games. The game gives space for creativity and choice of type boats so everyone finds their own, but even if people is not
too creative ,so
are in the game of built boats of the to open the game to such players.If the creators will move as far as now it will compete with
professional game studies.
I recommend the game. I love this game so much that I purchased it twice! The Steam version is better and worth the price. The
playable demo of part 2 was a treat!. Doctor, thanks!. Sad to see they didn\u2019t continue to develop this. It is a fun game. Co-
op would be a lot of fun. Especially on the cough with friends.

You might get an hour or 2 of fun out of this but once you have finished your first ship you have seen pretty much everything
the game has to offer. You just repeat the process over and over again.. Inconsistent, jerky, boring, poor acting, writing and
planning.
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This one is a lot of fun. It can get pretty crazy. Seems faster paced than the other Luxor games I've played.. amazing story, i
didnt expect it, wishg there were more vr games like this. construct stuidos, man nice job. Only an hour in but I love this game
already!

A couple of typos here and there but definitely worth picking up. I seen this game then i walked to a Bridge and jumped off
R.I.P John Lemmon Love you brother
. Awsome game! Get a little dipere in it and it'll get so much better.. This game is pretty fun and has a great concept. You build
a town, craft items/weapons and so on and defend your town. The mobs are pretty good, the fighting is pretty fun, and if they
finish this game it'll be one of those games to own if you like building games.

Check my curator page for more game reviews
https://store.steampowered.com/curator/27040334/
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